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. MEMORANDUM TO: B. Paul Cotter, Jr.
Chief Administrative Judge
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John ( . oyle, Secretary
Q '

FROM:

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR HEMING SUBMITTED Bi ,

EMERICK S. MCDANIEL f

Attached is a req ~ st for hearing dated . April 28, 1996, and f
!

submitted by Emerick S. McDaniel (Docket No. 55-21849). The

hearing request is in response to a letter from the NRC staff dated i

April 4, 1996, sustaining a denial of Mr. McDaniel's reactor |

operator's license application (copy attached)

Mr. McDaniel's request for hearing is being referred to you for
appropriate action in accordance with 10 C.F.R. Sec. 2.772 (j) .

Attachments: as stated
'

cc: Commission Legal Assistants
l
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Secretary of the Commission ! MAY - 8 996 ,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission # *
_

Washington, D.C. 20555

G % |

8M
REF: Docket # $5-21849

!

Dear Sir:

I am writmg in response to your letter of April 9,1996 in which you sustained the demal of
my Md2 Reactor Operatom Ijcense application. This action was in response to my letter |

dated January 29,1996 requesting an informal review. As stated in your letter of January
10,1996, I would also have the right to request a hearing pursuant to 10 CRF 2.130(b)(2)
this of which I am domg at this time.

In regards to the contentions I submitted for review, the paperwork I pmvided to
substantiate the answers I had grven on the exam, was in truth, the information that was
submitted in class durmg our lectures. I sm aware that :he Vogtle Training Department
was contacted and also supplied a/dat:culinformation to the NRC for review. I do not
challenge that this information is incorrect, ahhough I will state that this information was
not submitted in class during the lectures or at a later date. I will submit witnesses who
were students in the class at the time in question. These witnesses will testify to the fact

that we were not given tt.s additionalinformation in question. There are also addidonal
eA on the written exam that are in direct conflict to information presented in class
or information that was not presented in it's entirety. The witnesses will also testify to this.

-

I would also at this time, like to request a waiver on the operating portion of my exam due

to the marginal performance in this area.

Sin cly,

f .)Y
E. S. McDaniel

! cc:
| Assistant General Counsel for IIcarings

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

r

_ . _ - , _, _ _
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l

Mr. Emerick McDaniel
417 McIntosh Drive
Waynesboro, Georgia 30830

1

Dear Mr. McDaniel:
we reconsidered the proposed: 29, 1996,

In response to your letter of January 10, 1996, and reviewed the grading of the
f

denial issued to you on Januarywritten examination and operating test adin;nistered to you the week oWe find that you
in light of the information you supplied.Further, the NRC finds that you passed11, 1995,December

,

did not pass the written examinatica. The result of our review
the operating test, but with marginal performance.
is enclused.

,

Consequently, the proposed denial of your license application is sustained.If you accept the proposed denial and decline to request a hearing within 20; You

days as discussed below, the proposed denial will become a final denial.j t to the

may then reapply for a license in accordance with 10 CFR 55.35, sub ec
<

'

following conditions:

Because you did not pass the written examination administered to youyou will be required to retake
during the week of December 11, 1995,

a.

the written examination.
Because you did pass your operating test, you may request a waiverYour marginal performance on the operating testb.

warrants serious consideration on the part of the NRC before such aIf granted., the waiver would be valid for
of that portion.

waiver could be granted.
up to 1 year from your test date.

You may reapply for a license 2 months from the date of this letter.
A reexamination will be scheduled, upon request by you or yourfacility management, shortly after your reapplication is received.

c.

If you do not accept the proposed denial, you may, within 20 days of the dateSubmit your
of this letter, request a hearing pursuant to 10 CFR 2.103(b)(2).
request, in writing, to the Secretary of the Commission, U. S. Nuclear 20555, with a copy to the Assistant
Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. General Counsel for Hearings, Office of the General Counsel, at the same
address.

Failure on your part to request a hearing within 20 days constitutes a waiveri der

of your right to demand a hearing and, for the purpose of reapplicat on un
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Mr. Emerick S. McDaniel

'

10 CFR 55.35, renders this letter a notice of final denial of your
applica.':n, effective as of the date of this letter.<

- If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Stuart A. Richards, at |

|
301-415-1031.

Sincerely,
|

,

:
> -

j

|
Bruce A. oger, Director

!

Division of Reactor Controls
7 and Human Factors

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
,

|

Dncket No. 55-21849

Enclosure: As stated
'

cc w/ enclosure:
C. K. McCoy, Vice President,

Vcgtle Nuclear Plant
J. B. Beasley, General Manager,

Vogtle Nuclear Plant
Robert Brown, Plant Training & Emergency

Preparedness Manager,
Vogtle Nuclear Plant

1

i
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-2- April 4, 1996 .;

Mr. Emerick S. McDaniel !-

|
10 CFR 55.35, renders this letter a notice of final denial of your i

application, effective as of the date of this letter.
j

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Stuart A. Richards, at :

|
301-415-1031.

|Sincerely,
:

:
Original signed by:

,

Bruce A. Boger, Director !

Division of Reactor Controls i
and Human Factors

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation j

4

i

Docket No. 55-21849
,

.

I Enclosure: As stated

cc w/ encl.: C. K. McCoy, Vice President, i

Vogtle Nuclear Plant ;

J. 8. Beasley, General Manager,
Vogtle Nuclear Plant

Robert Brown, Plant Training & Emergency
Preparedness Manager, Vogtle Nuclear Plant
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RC REVIEW FOR EMERICK S. MCDANIEL - R0 CANDIDATE - V0GTLE
29, 1996,

In response to a letter from Mr. Emerick S. McDaniel dated January J

the NRC has reconsidered the prop 1 sed denial issued to Mr. McDaniel on |
and reviewed the grading of the written examination andJanuary 10, 1996, 11, 1995, in light of

operating test administered to him the week of December
the information Mr. McDaniel supplied. ,

REVIEW 0F WRITTEN EXAMINATION OVESTIONS
,

EXAMINATION QUESTION #7:
The question asks

Summary of the Question and the Candidate's Contentions:for the count rate at which contamination is detected for a whole body frisk
The candidate asserts thatwith background radiation at the maximum level.

the question is faulty since neither the referenced facility procedure,
"hadiation and Contamination Control" (No. 00930-C), or the associated

discuss the MAXIMUM allowed level for
training lesson plan (1.0-LP-63930-07)He suggests that, absent a procedural
performing a whole body frisk. reference to a maximum level, the use of a normal plant background level of
40-50 counts per minute (cpm) should be allowed, thereby making his selection
of choice (b), 200 cpm (100 cpm above background or the count rate at which anHe further
individual would be considered contaminated), also correct.
recommends that the question and reference material be revised consistent with
the referenced procedure and training losson plan information.

The NRC does not agree with the candidate's
NRC Review and Conclusion:While the candidate is correct in his assertion that the question's
listed references do not address a maximum background level for performance ofcomment.

a whole body frisk, the facility training department provided an additional
reference that confirms choice (c), 300 cpm, as the correct answer to theThe Vogtle Badge Retraining Handbook, taught annually as part of
General Employee Training, details the steps for performance of a whole bodyquestion.

frisk and establishes the maximum allowable background level by stating that"if the background radiation level is higher than 200 counts per minute (cpm),This information is required knowledge
go to another frisker in the area ..."for all badged facility employees granted access to Radiologically Controlled
Areas (RCAs), including licensed operators.

EXAMINATION QMSTION #8:
The question asks

Summary of thi Question and the Candidate's Contentions:
for actions to be taken if an error is discovered in the sequence of steps in
a procedure which, if performed, would result in starting a pump without the

The candidate recommends that choice (a) also be
required seal water. accepted as correct since the referenced facility procedure, " Rules for

ENCLO_51RE
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' Performing Procedures" (No. 00054-C), authorizes the Unit Shift Superv sor
(USS) to allow performance of procedural steps out of sequence if theresult in omission of required work, violate the intent of
procedure does not:the procedure, or create an unsafe plant condition.

,

The NRC does not agree with the candidate's
NRC Review and Conclusion:While the Vogtle "Procedurd Compliance Philosophy" explained in the
aforementioned procedure allows for steps to be performed out of sequence ascomment. '

described above, it also directs that prncedural performance be stopped (and|

the supervisor notified) if the procedure appears incorrect (correct answer!
Section 2.1 of the referenced procedure defines an " incorrect"

;

procedure as one that contains technical errors which, if followed, would
i

(b)).! The

prevent proper performance or cause an undesired system response.!

situation posed by the question
in sequence step perforr..ance resulting in2 l

pump start without required seal water - is unambiguous and can result in on y
one nutcome, that is, an operator determination that the procedure isThe cautionary note following
incorrect and procedural performance st;,. ped.
section 4.1.9 supports this conclusion by directing personnel to "... notStop the work and
attempt to perform work with a procedure that is incorrect.This conclusion is further bolstered.

i

correct the procedural problem ... ."
by the associated training lesson plan (LO-LP-3054-10-C) which, in section
2.b.2, clearly identifies a procedure with the " wrong order of steps" as anexample of ae type of technical error consistent with the definition of an
" incorrect" procedure.

EXAMINATION QUESTION #16:
The question asks

- Summary of the Question and the Candidate's Contentions:
for the selection of the one statement that correctly describes Reactor
Coolant Pump (RCP) shaft seal design and ability to withstand full ReactorThe candidate recommends that choice (c) also

;

be accepted as correct since the question reference, Vogtle training lessonCoolant System (RCS) pressure.

plan LO-LP-16401, provided to his training class, does not address in the
summary section review of licensed operator objectives the length of time
during which the #2 RCP seal can withstand full RCS pressure should #1 sealHe apparently concludes that, based on this omission (from the lesson2

plan summary), he should not be held responsible for understanding that #fail.

seal is incapable of withstanding full pressure indefinitely.
The NRC does not agree with the candidate's

While the candidate is correct in his assertion that the lesson planNRC Review and Conclusion: l
summary of licensed operator objectives does not provide this level of detai ,comment.

the facility training department provided the section of the lesson plan, pageThis section of the lesson plan

#9, that was the source of the question. states that if #1 seal fails, the higher pressure converts the #2 seal to aThere is
film riding seal and that the #2 seal is good for IQ minutes. lity

nothing in the information provided either by the candidate or the faci
that supports choice (c) as correct or indicates that the #2 seal is" independently capable of withstanding full RCS pressure indefinitely."
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Summary of the Written Examination Review:

The NRC finds no justification to change any of the answers to the questionsThe failure grade
on the written examination contended by the candidate.
is sustained.

REVIEW OF THE OPERATING TEST - CATEGCAY C

Candidate's Contention No. 1:

This contention refers to C.3.C, in which the candidate received a grade of I
for not properly controlling RCS temperature with the Steam Generator (SG)
atmospheric relief valves (ARVs) during the Safety Injection (SI) Termination
procedure fellowing the steam line break event in scenario No. 1.

The candidate was directed to controlSummary of the Examiner's Comments: Initially,

temperature using the ARVs on the non-affected steam generators.
the candidate did not operate the ARVs but continued to monitor his boards.
After four minutes had elapsed and temperature increased from 547 degrees F to
553 degrees F, the SRO again directed the candidate to control temperature.
The candidate opened the ARVs but did not control temperature by establishing
a controlled cooldown rate and temperature continued to rise until the
scenario was terminated.

The candidate asserts that hisSummary of the Candidate's contentions:

actions were consistent with the purpose - to terminate safety injection andstabilize plant conditions - of the controlling procedure, ES-1.1 (No.19011-
C, SI Termination), ud that this procedure is inappropriate for use in aFurther, the candidate states that for the first four minutes
plant cooldown.following the SR0's direction, he was taking action to throttle the Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) system discharge valves to affect (control) RCS temperature.
The candidate refers to a cautionary " note" in ES-1.1 as justification for his
use of only the AFW system, and not the ARVs, in his initial attempts toThis note states evolutions affecting RCS

temperature should be closely controlled until a bubble is re-established inThe candidate provided a copy of the RCS temperature trend
control RCS temperature.

charts which he believed supported his contention that he had stopped the RCSthe pressurizer.

heatup rate and stabilized RCS temperature prior to the completion of theThe candidate also states that he was concerned that the use of the
ARVs could have caused a release to the environment if the small tube leak on
scenario.

the #2 steam generator had increased following the transient.

NRC Review and Conclusion:

The NRC sustains the grading of Competency C.3.C due to the candidate's
failure to effectively control RCS temperature which contributed to an adverse

,

impact on plant stuus - a pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV)
The NRC also determined that a rating of I should be assigned to

Competency C.6.C, ' COMMUNICATE AND INTERACT WITH OTHER CREW MEMBERS - CARRYA contributing cause for the candidate's deficiency was
cycling.

OUT INSTRUCTIONS..."
/
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his failure to properly communicate with and carry out the instructions of the
.

His decision to use only the AFW system, contrary to the SR0's direction
to control RCS temperature with the ARVs, was not communicated to the SR0 andSRO.

he failed to stabilize and control RCS temperature. l

The candidate is correct in his assertions that he was not directed toestablish a controlled cooldown and that any subsequent cooldown would be
directed by another plant procedure and not ES-1.1. 'However, the candidate
was directed twice over a space of four minutes to control RCS temperature.
During this time temperature increased six degrees (547 degrees F to 553

,

|
degrees F), with a peak instantaneous heat-up rate of 102 degrees F per hour, !

as the candidate apparently attempted to throttle AFW flow (the examiner's I

notes and recollection neither confirm nor refute the candidate's actions with
'

Although ES 1.1 does advise close control forregards to the AFW system).
feeding SGs and steam releases, it does not preclude the performance of both
iogether but directs that they be controlled as necessary to stabilize RCSWhile the RCS temperature traces do indicate a decrease in the
rate of the RCS temperature increase, they are insufficiently detailed to
temperatures.

conclusively support his assertion that RCS temperatures had stabilized prior
,

|
Examiner's notes support that the RCS heat-up rate

to scenario termination. In any
was 72 degrees per hour within one minute of scer ario termination.
case, the candidate's inaction and delay in effectively stabilizing RCS

temperatures - RCS temperature increased ten degrees over six minutes with afinal noted instantaneous heat-up rate of 72 degrees per hour - contributed to
degraded plant conditions (the continued cycling of the pressurizer PORV).
Although it is permissible to adjust AFW flow before the opening the ARVs, the
candidate's use of this strategy and his failure to discuss it with the SRO,with RCS temperature increasing at rapid rate, indicates a lack of operating

I

Finally,
skill or knowledge necessary to accommodate post trip decay heat.
the candidate's contention, that his delayed use of the ARVs was justified by
the potential for an increase in the rate of the #2 SG tube leak, was not
considered relevant since he did not discuss either the concern or his
decision to not initially use the ARVs with the SRO.

Candidate's Contention No. 2:

This contention refers to C.3.B, for which the candidate received a grade of
2 for not understanding steam dump system status and its operating capabilityfollowing the loss of bus lAYlA, the "A"train Vital 120 VAC power supply, in

scenario No. 1.
After completing the immediate actions

Summary of the Examiner's Comments:
required to piece the plant in a stable condition, the SRO informed the crew,
including the candidate, that the steam dumps would not function properly in
the T-avg mode. The candidate acknowledged the SRO without requesting any
clarification for the cause/effect relationship between the loss of the lAYlA
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During post scenario questioning forbus and steam dump system operation.
.

this failure, the candidate stated that the air solenoid valves for the steam

dumps received their power from bus lAYlA and, as a result, would not open.The candidate, who as the B0p operator was responsible for the monitoring and|

operation of the steam dump system, demonstrated a lack of knowledge of the
steam d ...p system for the plant confiyation resulting from the loss of

]
lAYlA. '

The candidate asserts that, although.

Sumary of the Candidate's Contentions: |
he mistakenly stated on post scenario questioning that the steam dump trip |

open solenoids were powered from busses 1AYlA and IBYlB, his actions to place
.

the system in the steam pressure mode without any prompting from the SRO andto later return the system to the T-avg mode, following reenergization of the,

/The candidate also inferslAYlA bus, demonstrate adequate system knowledge. |
that the grading for this incorrect explaration should be ameliorated since
the time between event activation and po_. scenario questioning resulted in
the steam dump event not being " fresh on my mind."

NRC Review and Conclusion:
| The NRC sustains the grading of 2 but reassigns the grade to Competency C.6.B.

" COMMUNICATE AND INTERACT WITH OTHER CREW MEMBERS - RECEIVE INFORMATION...
"

due to the candidate's failure to request clarification and further
'

information regarding the effect the loss of the bus lAYlA had on the steam |:
'

dump system,

The candidate will not be challenged in his assertions that he placed thei

mode, without the benefit of SRO direction, since the examiner's notes andsystem in the steam pressure mode and later properly returned it to the T-avg
'

However, the candidate's j

recollections indicate nothing to the contrary. failure to request clarification of the failure's impact on system operation,
'

|

prior to his taking action with respect to system controls, indicates afailure to properly communicate with other crew members regarding conditions
.

,'
While the candidate's actions were notj

affecting safe plant operation.
inappropriate, they were apparently not directed by the SR0 or deemed

!

necessary by the procedure in effect - Loss of 120 VAC Instrument Power, No.It should also be noted that the candidate's description of the bus
failure's impact on system operation, as provided in his contention, still18032-1.

does not appear to demonstrate a clear understanding of the event's effect on
He initially states that "upon this reference

temperature failing ... the system sees a 100% steam demand indication" and in
steam dump operation.

the next sentance contradicts this description of the event's effect by
indicating that demand indication on the steam dumps was lost.

Candidate's Contentions Nos. 3 and 4:

These contentions refer to C.5.0, for which the candidate received a grade of
I for not promptly taking control of steam generator water levels resulting
from the failure of bus lAYlA in scenario No. I and for not manually
realigning ventilation systems during the major transient of the sameNo evaluation of these contentions was conducted since the
candidate received an overall passing grade of 2.5 for the C.5 competencyThe NRC also notedscenario.

making the potential results of any reevaluation moot.
1
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that the Region's independent review concluded that the grade of 1 tras too.

severe although the candidate's less than optimal performance provides support
to the overall failing recommendation for Category C of the operating test.

Candidate's Contention No. 5:

This contention refers to C.3.A, for which the candid' ate received a grade of I
for not properly verifying the AFW pumps running, as directed by the SR0 perAs a
the Reactor Trip or Safety Injection procedure, in scenario No. 2.
result, the "B" Motor-driven Auxiliary feedwater (MDAFW) pump was not manually
started until later in the scenario by the other board operator (Balance of
Plant - BOP).

The candidate was directed by the SRO to
Sumary of the Examiner's Comments:The candidate looked only at the AFW flow
indications for each steam generator, responded that "AFW pumps are running,"" verify AFW pumps running."

and failed to properly implement the procedural " response not obtained" action
to start the "B" MDAFW pump.

The candidate asserts the following
Sumary of the Candidate's Contentions:three reasons as justification for not properly completing the directed
action:

The SR0 failed to read the substep actions required to complete theSince this step nf the procedure is(1)
task - verify AFW pumps running.not an immediate action step it is not required as verbatim knowledge
for licensed operators.

The candidate was preoccupied with the performance of step Nos. 6This resulted in the candidate only being able to verify flow(2)

by looking at the integrated plant computer console on his controland 7.a.

board.

This verification is normally the responsibility of the B0P or
alternatively the SRO, if the B0P is unable to accomplish the task due(3)

The SRO, who had an
to a requirement to perform other tasks.
unobstructed view of the individual pump status of no more than seven
feet from where he was reading the procedure, should have taken the
responsibility for verifying if the AFW pumps were running.

NRC Review and Conclusion:

The NRC has concluded that the grading of I for competency C.3.A should be
overturned and increased the grade to 2, consistent with a minor error ininterpreting instruments, as a result of the candidate's error in improperlyThe

verifying the running status of the AFW pumps by use of flow indication. determination that the error was not a serious omission (competency rating of
1) was based on the lack of any resultant safety significant consequence,
i.e., the candidate's error resulted in a safety system component not beingstarted as required during the event but the consequence was not considered

A

safety significant due to the operation of redundant equipment - turbine-candidate should note that the NRC considers
driven AFW pump. However, tha

8

____ __-
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L.. any failure to identify proper Engineered Safety Features (ESF) system '

|

equipment operation as a serious deficiency that has the potential for safetyAlthough the candidate's error did not result in a
significant consequences. safety significant consequence, his lack of diligence in properly identifyingJ

the ESF 14ilure is not insignificant and cannot be understated

The NRC concluded that none of the reasons provided by the candidate, for his
;

failure to properly complete the directed task, were adequate justificationThe candidate does not dispute that
for overturning the recommended grade.
the SRO directed that he " verify AFW pumps running" or that he responded byThe action substeps with regard to

|

| stating that the "AFW pumps are running."
the AFW pumps, for which the candidate submits that he has-no verbatiml

knowledge responsibility, merely restate the. term " running" for the two types
of AFW pumps - MDAFW and TDAFW - and provides auto start information for the

The NRC considers the direction of the SRO, regarding AFW pump-

verification, to be unambiguous and in need of no further clarification toIn any case, the candidate failed to ask for
TDAFW pump.

ensure proper accomplishment. The NRC also
any additional direction or clarification from the SRO. The
disregarded the candidate's final two justifications for similar reasons.
candidate failed to communicate to the SPD that be was unable to properly
perform this task and voiced no recommendation that the SR0 should check the|
individual pump status.

NotwithstarJing the above, the NRC has concluded that the caodidate's error
was minor and that the assigned grade for competency C.3.A should be increased
accordingly since AFW flow was adequate for maintenance of a secondary heat
sink throughout the scenario, even with the delayed start of the "B" MDAFW
pump, and the TOAFW pump was secured later in accordance with procedure E-3The NRC has determined that a
(No. 19030-C, Steam Generator Tube Rupture).

~

contributing cause for the candidate's deficiency was his failure to properlyHe failed to
communicate with and carry out the instructions of the SRO. r

accurately complete the AFW verification directed by.the SRO and did notcommunicate to the SR0 that he required additional guidance for completion of
The NRC has determined that this error reinforces the

rating of 1 assigned to Competency C.6.C as described above in contention No.
the assigned task.

Finally, the NRC has noted that the candidate's performance of a

procedurally directed task without a complete understanding of the actionsnecessary to properly accomplish the procedure steps is inconsistent with the
1.

facility's philosophy of " Thinking Compliance" as espoused in facility
procedure No. 00054-C, " Rules for Performing Procedures."

!

,

i |

I

i

|
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SUMMARY OF COMPETENCY _RA11NG CHANGES

COMPETENCY
ORIGINAL RATING NRC FINDING

C.3.A 1 2 (Contention No. 5)

3 (ContentionNo.2)
C.3.8 2

C.3.C 1 1 (ContentionNo.1)
,

C.3 - TOTAL 1.33 (FAIL) 2 (PASS) !

C.5.0 1
1 (Contentions Nos. 3 and 4)

C.5 - TOTAL 2.5 (PASS) 2.5 (PASS)
,|

|

3 2 (Contention No. 2)
C 6.B

3 1 (Contentions Nos. I and 5)
i C.6.C

C.6 - TOTAL 3.0 (PASS) 2.0 (PASS)|
|

|

,
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